Abstract. The information we need has some confusing problems such as dispersion and different organizational structure. In addition, because of the existence of unstructured data like natural language and images, extracting local content pages is extremely difficult. In the light of of the problems above, this article will apply a method combined with page structure analysis algorithm and page data extraction algorithm to accomplish the gathering of network data. In this way, the problem that traditional complex extraction model behave poorly when dealing with large-scale data is perfectly solved and the page data extraction efficiency is also boosted to a new level. In the meantime, the article will also make a comparison about pages and content of different types between the methods of DOM structure based on the page and HTML regularities of distribution. After all of those, we may find a more efficient extract method.
Introduction
The content on Internet is all half-structured data, which contains structural data and non-structural data like natural language and images. Web has already developed to a giant source of information. What's more, Web information extraction with optimistic application prospect has certainly became a research hotspot these years. Exactly because of the manifold information on the network and half-structured web data, it is difficult for us human to search useful information among the sea of data. Not even to think about popular application programs, for they are unable to analysis diverse information on the Internet directly. So as to enhance the availability of network data, web information extraction shows up. The technology makes it easy to extract the information on the web page in a more structured way. These useful information could be helpful in data analysis system, batch query system and so on.
The information we need has some confusing problems such as dispersion and different organizational structure. In addition, because of the existence of unstructured data like natural language and images, extracting local content pages is extremely difficult. In the light of the problems above, this article will apply a method combined with page structure analysis algorithm and page data extraction algorithm to accomplish the gathering of network data [1] . In this way, the problem that traditional complex extraction model behave poorly when dealing with large-scale data is perfectly solved and the page data extraction efficiency is also boosted to a new level. In the meantime, the article will also make a comparison about pages and content of different types between the methods of DOM structure based on the page and HTML regularities of distribution [2] . After all of those, we may find a more efficient extract method [3] .
The technology uses hierarchical relation of label to combine the content in webpage.As a result, an orderly structure is built up. Then, the technology gets useful data by matching rule of regular express [4] .
If the language matching the structure of data could not be described by context-free grammar of global consistent query accurately, and there is no locally uniformly context-free grammar of graduation, such as natural language and image, could be obtained through any ordered partition about data, then the data is non-structured. If the language matching data structure could not be described by context-free grammar of global consistent query accurately, but there is a well-organized division of data in which the local consistency of context-free grammar of Partition No. i+1 could be concluded by the clue of the semantic information of the foregoing partitions, then the data is semi-structured [5] . Directly, data extraction is a process during which we find the useful content from non-structured or semi-structured data and then extract the data to make it structured and clear. 
Data Extraction Based on HTML Regularities of Distribution
The main idea of the method is to extract body content of the webpage step by step. At first, webpages of common similar structure need to be blocked. In other word, the whole webpage will be divided to two parts-head and body. Then, useless label elements and the related content will be deleted by analyzing HTML label semantic in the two domain blocks [8] .
In webpage structure generated by HTML, XHTML, XML auto format, there are <head></head>and <body></body> which mean head block and body block. 
Text Extraction Experiment
Similar with commonly used data extraction, data extraction of user leading webpages, such as post bar, forum, Weibo, has to follow the design principle of common data extraction like flexibility and robustness.
Because of special need of system, data extraction part is different from common data extraction.
We take user reviews information in Douban for example to carry on the experiment. When users are surfing on the movie section, they can choose an We define the variable, convert dictionary to object in JSON, put out data of JSON. The result is as below. 
